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Abstract Problems in daily life can be modeled into

mathematical forms, one of them is the optimization of the

quadratic form where the objective functions are the

quadratic function. There are many real problems involving

variables that cannot be stated numerically so that fuzzy

logic appears. The purpose of this research is to optimize

the quadratic form with all its parameters in the form of a

fuzzy number by using the method of a triangular fuzzy

number. This research resulted in a new completion

method by utilizing definitions and arithmetic on the tri-

angular fuzzy numbers. The resulted method is by chang-

ing a single fuzzy quadratic program becomes a simple

quadratic multiobjective program. By using Sum of

Objective Method, the multiobjective problem can be

changed into single optimization problem. This single

optimization problem is then completed using Karush–

Kuhn–Tucker method, resulting in three optimal values

which will form optimal values in the form of triangular

fuzzy numbers.

Keywords Optimization � Quadratic � Fuzzy program �
Triangular fuzzy numbers � Karush–Kuhn–Tucker
conditions � Multiobjective optimization problem � Sum of

Objective Method

1 Introduction

Problems in daily life can be modeled into a mathematical

form or commonly called as mathematical modeling.

Mathematic models or programs are problem-solving

areas, one of which contains optimization problems. Gen-

erally, this best decision making is decided by minimizing

or maximizing an objective function with or without con-

straints. The scope of optimization has attracted much

attention, this is due to the advancement of computer

technology which develops rapidly, including developing

and providing easy-to-use software.

The optimization problems commonly consist of two

functions such as objective function to be optimized and

constraints function as a condition that becomes a

requirement. The objective function can be a linear or non-

linear function. Problems of non-linear optimization with

objective function in the form of quadratic function are

problems of maximizing or minimizing that objective

function which depends on the constraint function and

variable limitation which is not negative [1].

Many problems in the real world can be formulated as

quadratic problems. The examples of that problem can be

found in game theory, engineering modeling, design and

control, economic problems, location problems and facili-

ties allocation, portfolio, logistics, and so on [2].

In 1965, Lotfi Zadeh introduced the definition of

fuzziness to solve problems that contain this uncertainty.

Generally, fuzzy logic has shown good potential in mod-

eling non-linear systems, complex, undefined properly or

difficult to understand properly. Fuzzy logic is the way to

describe the fuzziness mathematically and various appli-

cations have been found because they are easy to be

implemented, flexible, tolerant toward inaccurate data, and

low in implementation cost.
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On its development, not only linear programing [3, 4],

but also the problems of the quadratic program with

parameters in the form of fuzzy numbers have been widely

developed [5–9, 10–12]. Ammar [5] has developed an

approach method of the quadratic program with fuzzy

number parameters and applied it in portfolio optimization.

Furthermore, Liu [6, 7] has developed methods to optimize

quadratic problems, with its parameters in the form of

fuzzy numbers by using a membership function approach.

In 2014, Allahviranloo and Moazam [8] developed solu-

tions to solve a quadratic equation where all its parameters,

both its coefficient matrix or its variable, are in the form of

fuzzy numbers.

The development continues. In 2017, Mirmohseni [9]

did a development and related the program. The research

that he did focused on the quadratic program with trian-

gular fuzzy numbers where the coefficient of limitation and

right-hand side parameters are triangular fuzzy numbers. In

2018, [13] Nezhad did another development where cost

coefficients, matrix of quadratic form, vector of right-hand

sides, and matrix of constraint coefficients are all triangular

fuzzy numbers. The method that is used in this research is

almost similar to the method used by Liu [7], both of them

are equally produced two simpler optimization problems.

The differences are on the two-level mathematic model and

the form of end problems. Another research that focuses on

fuzzy problem with triangular fuzzy number approach was

conducted by Dhanasekar, Hariharan, and Sekar in [11].

The fuzziness of problems in the real world is not only

limited to constants or determinant variables, the objective

functions or the constraints. This is the background of the

author in developing methods to optimize problems with

objective functions and its constraints, all over the

parameters and its variable in the form of the fuzzy num-

ber, so that solution can be applied in any condition. There

are several methods that can be used to change fuzzy

problem into crisp problem [5–7, 9, 12, 14–17]. The

method used in this paper is a triangular fuzzy numbers

method because the process is relatively simpler than using

the extension principle method or a-cut method. The

resulted method is by changing a single fuzzy quadratic

program which becomes a simple quadratic multiobjective

program. Problem solving of multiobjective problems can

be done by using several methods [14–16, 18–20]. By

using Sum of Objective Method, the multiobjective prob-

lem can be changed into single optimization problem.

Then, the final results obtained are finished by using the

Karush–Kuhn–Tucker condition.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 gives a brief review of the literature on opti-

mization of quadratic forms, multiobjective and fuzzy

logic. A new completion method for fuzzy quadratic

problem is proposed in Sect. 3. The numerical example is

described in Sect. 4, while Sect. 5 presents conclusions and

suggestions for future research.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Optimization of Quadratic Forms

Optimization is the core of various problems, and includes

decision making in it which can be found both in engi-

neering or economics. A job that is done in making the

decision is choosing the best decision from various alter-

natives. Generally, choosing this best decision is deter-

mined by minimizing or maximizing an objective function

or without constraints.

Generally, the optimization problems are stated in the

following form:

Minimize f ðxÞ
withconstraint x 2 X

ð1Þ

where function of f : Rn �! R is function of real value

that is expected to produce a minimum value. This function

is called as objective function. The vector x is a column

vector that contains n of independent variables, such as

x ¼ x1; x2; :::; xn½ �T2 Rn. Variables x1; x2; � � � ; xn are often

called as decision variables, whereas X called as set of

constraints which is subset of Rn.

The optimization problems above can be seen as a

matter of decision making in which to find x Vector ‘‘best’’

from all of the possible vectors in it. That best vector is

expected to be able to produce the smallest value from

objectives and referred to as the function vector minimizer

f, which is formally stated in the following definition:

Definition 1 [5] Any x that meets the set of constraints on

Eq. (1) is called as a feasible solution. Suppose Q is a set of

all feasible solutions of equations (1). x� 2 Q is said as

optimal feasible solution for Eq. (1) if

f ðx�Þ� f ðxÞ 8x 2 Q.

The optimization problems not only aim to minimize the

function f but also in maximizing function f. The problem

of maximizing function f also can be stated in the form of

(1) because maximizing function f is equivalent to mini-

mizing the function f.

As explained above, optimization problems are prob-

lems in optimizing an objective function both minimizing

or maximizing. Objective function can be either a linear

function or a non-linear function. On non-linear functions,

there is one form known as a quadratic form which in its

function contains x2j and xixjði 6¼ jÞ and defined as follows:
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Definition 2 [21]. A quadratic form f : Rn �! R is a

function

f ðxÞ ¼ xTQx ð2Þ

where Q is a real matrix n� n.

Without reducing generality if assumed Q is a sym-

metric matrix, that is, Q ¼ QT. If matrix Q0 is asymmetric,

always can be changed becomes matrix symmetric that

satisfies the following equation [21],

Q ¼ 1

2
Q0 þ QT0

� �
: ð3Þ

So for an asymmetrical matrix, the objective function will

be

xTQx ¼ xT
1

2
Q0 þ

1

2
QT0

� �
x: ð4Þ

The definition of quadratic forms above then can be used to

form the problem of quadratic program. Problem of the

quadratic program is an optimization problem which con-

sists of objective functions in the form of quadratic and

constraint functions which is linear [7]. The general form

of the problem of quadratic program is as follows:

Min Z ¼
Xn
j¼1

cjxj þ
1

2

Xm
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

qijxixj

s:t:
Xn
j¼1

aijxj � bi; i ¼ 1; . . .;m

xj � 0; j ¼ i; . . .; n:

ð5Þ

In vector–matrix notation, Eq. (5) can be written as

follows:

Min Z ¼ cxþ xTQx

s:t Ax� b

x� 0

ð6Þ

where x ¼ ðxj; j ¼ 1; . . .; nÞ is the column vector of the

decision variable that will be determined. c ¼ ðcj; j ¼
1; . . .; nÞ is vector of cost coefficients, Q is a symmetrical

matrix of quadratic form and positive definite, b ¼ ðxi; i ¼
1; . . .;mÞ is vector of right-hand sides and A is the matrix

of constraint coefficients.

2.2 Optimization of Multiobjective

An optimization problem can have more than one objective

function that must be optimized and is called the multi-

objective optimization problem.

The general form of multiobjective optimization prob-

lems is as follows:

ðPÞ Minimize fðxÞ ¼ f1ðxÞ; f2ðxÞ; . . .; fkðxÞð Þ

s:t: giðxÞ� 0; i ¼ 1; . . .; n

hjðxÞ ¼ 0; j ¼ 1; . . .;m

x 2 X:

ð7Þ

where giðxÞ� 0 and hjðxÞ ¼ 0 are constraint functions, n is

the number of constraint functions in the form of

inequality, m is the number of equality constraint functions,

and k is the number of objective functions.

On optimizing, an objective function can be obtained for

one most optimal value, but on multiobjective optimiza-

tion, it is not easy to obtain the optimal value for all

objective functions. Sometimes, the optimal solution is

obtained on the first objective function, but less optimal on

the other objective functions, or otherwise. This resulted

solution that is obtained on the multiobjective optimization

is not in the form of one single solution but rather a col-

lection of optimal solutions, in which the choice depends

on the decision-maker. In general, the solution chosen

depends on the dominance of the solution over other

solutions. This solution is called as Pareto optimal solution

[22].

Problem solving of multiobjectives can be done by using

several methods, one of them is by using the Sum of

Objective Method. This method based on the following

Theorem:

Theorem 1 [18] If x� is an optimal solution of the scalar

programing problems (S) where

ðSÞ Minimize
Xk
i¼1

fiðxÞ; x 2 P; ð8Þ

then x� is a fair solution of the problem (P).

2.3 Fuzzy Logic

In 1965, Lotfi Zadeh introduces the definition of fuzziness

to solve problems, which consist of uncertainty. Lotfi

Zadeh wrote about a fuzzy set that is motivated by prob-

lems where the analysis method of the traditional system is

not suitable for systems where the relationships between its

variables cannot be described in a differential equation or

another mathematical equation. The use of that traditional

analytical methods tends to orient numerically, whereas

many world problems involve variables that cannot be

stated numerically and need a fuzzy set to describe it.

The fuzzy sets can be introduced as generalizations from

one ordinary set where its elements are not only contained

members or non-members, but the members have particular

membership degrees, as in the following definition:
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Definition 3 [9] Suppose R is a real number line, then a

fuzzy set P in R is defined as a set of sequential pairs

P ¼ f x; lPðxÞð Þjx 2 Rg, where lPðxÞ called as membership

function of fuzzy set.

The degree of membership is value of the membership

function l ~PðxÞ which is a mapping with the following

form:

l ~PðxÞ : X �! ½0; 1� ð9Þ

where ~P is a fuzzy set. The fuzzy set recognizes the fol-

lowing terms [9, 23]:

• Height of fuzzy sets

The height of the fuzzy set ~P 2 ~PðXÞ is supremum (or

maximum, if the set is finite) of the membership

function l ~PðxÞ:
hgtð~PÞ ¼ hð~PÞ ¼ sup

x2X
l ~PðxÞ: ð10Þ

If hgtð~PÞ ¼ 1 is called normal; otherwise, it is called

subnormal.

• Core of fuzzy set

The core of the fuzzy set ~P 2 ~PðXÞ is the strict set of all
members x 2 X that has one membership degree:

coreð~PÞ ¼ Cð~PÞ ¼ fx 2 Xjl ~PðxÞ ¼ 1g: ð11Þ

The value of �x ¼ coreð~pÞ that shows the highest degree
of membership function l ~PðxÞ ¼ 1 is called the modal

value of fuzzy number ~p. Modal value can also be

referred to as peak value, main value or average value,

where the last two expressions (main value or average

value) are more suitable for symmetrical fuzzy

numbers.

• Support fuzzy set

The support of the fuzzy set ~P is defined as follows:

suppð~PÞ ¼ fx 2 Rjl ~PðxÞ[ 0g: ð12Þ

• Convex fuzzy set

Fuzzy set P in R convex if for any x; y 2 R and k 2
½0; 1� meet

lP kxþ ð1� kÞyð Þ�minflPðxÞ; lPðyÞg: ð13Þ

• Triangle fuzzy number

As the linear membership function is quite simple,

triangular fuzzy numbers or linear fuzzy numbers are

one of the frequently used membership functions. The

form of triangular fuzzy numbers can be written as

follows:

~p ¼ tfnð�x; l; rÞ ¼ h�x; l; ri: ð14Þ

The following is the definition of membership func-

tions of triangular fuzzy numbers:

l ~PðxÞ ¼

0; x� �x� l

1þ x� �x

l
; �x� l\x\�x

1� x� �x

r
; �x\x\�xþ r

0; x� �xþ r

8x 2 R

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð15Þ

• Arithmetic in triangle fuzzy numbers

Suppose that ~a ¼ h�xa; la; rai and ~b ¼ h�xb; lb; rbi two

triangular fuzzy numbers and x 2 R. Addition, subtrac-

tion, and multiplication of fuzzy numbers are defined as

follows:

~aþ ~b ¼ h�xa þ �xb; la þ lb; ra þ rbi ð16Þ

~a� ~b ¼ h�xa � �xb; la � lb; ra � rbi ð17Þ

x~a ¼
hx�xa; xla; xrai; x� 0

hx�xa;�xra;�xlai; x\0

�
: ð18Þ

3 Optimization of Fuzzy Numbers Quadratic
Program

The fuzzy quadratic programs have a general form which is

similar with the general form of crisp number quadratic

program in Eq. (5) because basically fuzzy quadratic pro-

gram is a quadratic program with part or all of its param-

eters in the form of fuzzy numbers, so the general form of

fuzzy quadratic programs can be stated as follows:

Min Z ¼
Xn
j¼1

~cjxj þ
1

2

Xn
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

~qijxixj

s:t:

Pn
j¼1 ~aijxj � ~bi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m

xj � 0; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n

( ð19Þ

where ~cj; ~qij; ~aij and ~bi are fuzzy numbers.

Fuzzy numbers can be expressed in several forms, one

of them using triangular fuzzy number, so that the fuzzy

quadratic program (19) can be rewritten as follows:

Min Z ¼
Xn
j¼1

hcj; pj; tjixj þ
1

2

Xn
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

hqij; sij;wijixixj

s:t:

Pn
j¼1haij; lij; rijixj �hbi; ui; vii; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m

xj � 0; j 2 Nn

(

ð20Þ

Broadly speaking, the optimization program consists of

two main functions, namely the objective function that will

be optimized and the constraint function that limits the

objective function.
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An optimization problem will produce the most optimal

value from the objective function. If the quadratic program

that is faced is in the form of fuzzy numbers, then indi-

rectly, the results that will be obtained also will be in the

form of fuzzy numbers. The parameters on the quadratic

program (20) are triangular fuzzy numbers, then the results

of the quadratic program (20) will also be triangular fuzzy

numbers.

Consider the parameter ~c ¼ hcj; pj; tji in (20). Based on

the definition of a triangle fuzzy number, in Eq. (15),

parameter ~c consists of three numbers where cj is a number

with a membership value of 1 (core), while cj � pj and

cj þ tj have membership value of 0. Because the objective

function contains fuzzy triangle number parameters then

indirectly the value of the objective function is also in the

form of a fuzzy triangle, i.e., hzm; zm � zl; zm þ zri, which
by definition, in Eq. (15), zm is a number with a member-

ship value 1, while zm � zl and zm þ zr have a membership

value of 0. By using definitions and applying addition and

multiplication to triangular fuzzy numbers, the value of zm
is obtained by adding all the cores of the fuzzy number

parameter so that it is obtained as follows:

zm ¼
Xn
j¼1

cjxj þ
1

2

Xn
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

qijxixj: ð21Þ

By following this pattern, the objective function of the

quadratic fuzzy program (20) can be changed and becomes

Min

zm ¼
Pn

j¼1 cjxj þ
1

2

Xn
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

qijxixj

zm � zl ¼
Pn

j¼1ðcj � pjÞxj

þ 1

2

Xn
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

ðqij � sijÞxixj

zm þ zr ¼
Pn

j¼1ðcj þ tjÞxj

þ 1

2

Xn
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

ðqij þ wijÞxixj

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð22Þ

while for the constraint function becomes,

s.t.

Pm
j¼1 aijxj � bi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;mPm
j¼1ðaij � lijÞxj �ðbi � uiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;mPm
j¼1ðaij þ rijÞxj �ðbi þ viÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m:

8><
>:

ð23Þ

An optimization problem will produce the most optimal

value from the objective function. If the quadratic program

that is faced is in the form of fuzzy numbers, then indi-

rectly, the results that will be obtained will also be in the

form of fuzzy numbers. The parameters on the quadratic

program (20) are triangular fuzzy numbers, then the results

of the quadratic program (20) will also be triangular fuzzy

numbers.

The fuzzy quadratic program (19) produces three new

objective functions with the same constraint function, so

that it can be formed as a multiobjective quadratic program

with the following crisp number parameters.

Min

zm ¼
Pn

j¼1 cjxj þ
1

2

Xn
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

qijxixj

zm � zl ¼
Pn

j¼1ðcj � pjÞxj

þ 1

2

Xn
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

ðqij � sijÞxixj

zm þ zr ¼
Pn

j¼1ðcj þ tjÞxj

þ 1

2

Xn
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

ðqij þ wijÞxixj

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

s:t:

Pm
j¼1 aijxj � bi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m

Pm
j¼1ðaij � lijÞxj �ðbi � uiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m

Pm
j¼1ðaij þ rijÞxj �ðbi þ viÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m

xj � 0; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n:

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð24Þ

Multiobjective problems can be solved using several

methods, one of them is Sum of Objective Method [18]. By

using this method, the Multiobjective problems (24) can be

changed to the following single optimization problem.

Min S ¼ zm þ zm � zlð Þ þ zm þ zrð Þ

¼
Xn
j¼1

cjxj þ ðcj � pjÞxj þ ðcj þ tjÞxj

þ 1

2

Xn
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

qijxixj þ ðqij � sijÞxixj

"

þ ðqij þ wijÞxixj
�

s:t

Pm
j¼1 aijxj � bi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;mPm
j¼1ðaij � lijÞxj �ðbi � uiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;mPm
j¼1ðaij þ rijÞxj �ðbi þ viÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m

xj � 0; j ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n:

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð25Þ

The objective function on the optimization problem (25) is

in the form of quadratic so that the optimization problem

(25) is a simple quadratic program and it can be solved

using the existing optimization method.

This method will produce three optimal values such as

zm; ðzm � zlÞ, and ðzm þ zrÞ , which are the three compo-

nents forming a triangular fuzzy number of the objective

function, ~z ¼ hzm; zl; zri.
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This proposed method provides a relatively simpler way

to solve the fuzzy quadratic problem by changing this

problem into a crisp quadratic program. This change is

done by utilizing the definition and arithmetic of triangular

fuzzy number and the Sum of Objective Methods. So to

obtain optimal value in the initial fuzzy problem, it is

enough to solve one crisp quadratic problem of the con-

version result.

4 Numerical Example

Consider the quadratic program with all the parameters in

the form of the following fuzzy numbers,

MinZ ¼ h�5; 1; 1ix1 þ h1:5; 0:5; 0:5ix2 þ
1

2
h6; 2; 2ix21
�

þ h�4; 2; 2ix1x2 þ h4; 2; 2ix22
	

s:t:

x1 þ h1; 0:5; 0:5ix2 �h2; 1; 1i

h2; 1; 1ix1 þ h�1; 1; 0:5ix2 �h4; 1; 1i

x1; x2 � 0:

8>><
>>:

ð26Þ

The fuzzy quadratic program (26) can be converted into the

following multiobjective optimization problem,

Min

zm ¼ �5x1 þ 1:5x2 þ 3x21 � 2x1x2 þ 2x22

ðzm � zlÞ ¼ �6x1 þ x2 þ 2x21 � 3x1x2 þ x22

ðzm þ zrÞ ¼ �4x1 þ 2x2 þ 4x21 � x1x2 þ 3x22

8><
>:

s:t:

x1 þ x2 � 2

x1 þ 0:5x2 � 1

x1 þ 1:5x2 � 3

2x1 � x2 � 4

x1 � 2x2 � 3

3x1 � 0:5x2 � 5

x1; x2 � 0:

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

This multiobjective optimization problem is then solved by

using the Sum of Objective Method. In this method the

initial problem, the optimization problem (26), can be

formed becomes

Min S ¼ �15x1 þ 4:5x2 þ 9x21 � 6x1x2 þ 6x22

s:t:

x1 þ x2 � 2

x1 þ 0:5x2 � 1

x1 þ 1:5x2 � 3

2x1 � x2 � 4

x1 � 2x2 � 3

3x1 � 0:5x2 � 5

x1; x2 � 0:

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

Furthermore, this simple quadratic program was completed

using Kuhn–Tucker’s condition. The optimal point

obtained is x1 ¼ 0:85000 and x2 ¼ 0:0500, with optimal

values zm ¼ �2:0875; zm � zl ¼ �3:7300 , and zm þ zr ¼
�0:4450 so that the optimal value of objective function

obtained is namely ~z ¼ hzm; zl; zri ¼ h�2:0875;

1:6425; 1:6425i.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a new method to solve a fuzzy

quadratic program using a triangular fuzzy number and

multiobjective approach. The fuzzy quadratic program is

then converted into a multiobjective optimization problem

by utilizing definitions and arithmetic on triangular fuzzy

numbers. By using Sum of Objective Method, the multi-

objective optimization problem can be changed into single

optimization problem, and then completed using the Kar-

ush–Kuhn–Tucker method. The multiobjective optimiza-

tion problem will produce three optimal values which will

form the optimal value of initial fuzzy problem in the form

of triangular fuzzy numbers. Here, an easy and useful way

is to solve the fuzzy quadratic problem with triangular

fuzzy number.

For future research, several approaches can be used in

several sections, such as the form used to express fuzzy

numbers, for example, using extension principle, a-cut,
trapezoidal fuzzy number, or another form. Another

approach that can be used is the method used in solving

multiobjective problems such as The Weighted Sum

Method, The Goal Programing Method, etc.
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